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The RPG Foundation CSR team would like to thank each one
of you for your overwhelming response towards our social
initiatives. Here’s a glimpse of the exciting CSR activities that
the RPG Group companies have been involved in for the last
three months, impacting many lives, across locations.

Netranjali

We look forward to your continued support and participation
in our initiatives!

We launched Netranjali—
our Flagship programme in
December 2014 across our
group companies.

Project Netranjali’s aim is to ensure provision of comprehensive Vision/Eye health-care to avoid preventable
blindness amongst the less-privileged, including children, the aged and special groups like truckers/drivers
across our locations. In addition to the comprehensive eye check-ups & sustainability training to community
workers & teachers, we provide free spectacles to the needy under Project Netranjali. To ensure the flawless
implementation of our project we have partnered with Sightsavers and SHARP NGO—the two leading
organizations with many years of experience in prevention of avoidable blindness.
Through the project we conducted eye care intervention camps in schools, slum communities & CEAT truckers’
fleet locations in and around KEC, CEAT & Raychem plants in Mumbai, Navi Mumbai, Vasai, Nagpur & Halol.

OVERALL IMPACT
THROUGH PROJECT
NETRANJALI IN PHASE I
OF IMPLEMENTATION-

PROMOTIVE

PREVENTIVE

Touched 1,44,000
people by
educating them
about eye care

Screened 17,033
people at the
Netranjali Eye
Camps

CURATIVE
Distributed 4,973
free spectacles
+
Referred 3,073 cases
for cataract, vitamin
A, squint etc
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VARIOUS TARGET GROUPS
COVERED THROUGH THE CAMPS:

7982

8410

Community

3610

School Children

2186
641

Persons
Screened

987

376

Truckers

867

Provided Free
Spectacles

20
Referrals
Given

WE CREATED OVERALL IMPACT BY REACHING OUT
TO COMMUNITY PERSONS, MUNICIPAL SCHOOL
CHILDREN & TRUCKERS/DRIVERS
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EMPLOYEE PARTICIPATION – PROJECT NETRANJALI
Netranjali Donation Campaign at RPG House
The CSR team carried out a Netranjali Donation campaign for employees. We
received a tremendous response with more than 70 employees at RPG House,
donating at our kiosk.
All the donors were presented with a unique Donor Badge and will soon get the
photo of the person whose eyesight they saved!
A Big thank you to all our donors at RPG House!

	
  
EMPLOYEES VISITING
THE KIOSK DURING THE
DONATION CAMPAIGN

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  
	
  

OUR YOUNGEST & OUR FIRST DONOR!

EMPLOYEE VOLUNTEERING
AT VASAI- RPG RAYCHEM
NETRANJALI CAMP
Raychem Vasai Plant employees
volunteered at the Netranjali Camp
held at the Burma Shell Petrol Pump
for the auto rickshaw drivers in and
around Vasai.

An Employee volunteer from Raychem Vasai
Plant mobilizing auto rickshaw drivers in
and around Vasai for the Netranjali Camp

Children
enjoying various
activities carried
out at the
Summer Camp

	
  

Pehlay
Akshar
PEHLAY AKSHAR
SUMMER CAMP 2015
This year’s Pehlay Akshar Summer
Camp turned out to be phenomenal
across different locations with diverse
activities and increased participation
from students, parents and school
teachers.
The purpose of the summer camp was
to keep the Pehlay Akshar students
involved during vacations. Moreover, it
served as an amazing platform for the
children to bond with their facilitators.
The movie screenings, making musical
instruments and forming a band and
education visits were the key highlights
of this month-long programme.
The programme culminated with the
grand finale showcasing the talent of
the students followed by a party and
gift distribution.

FACILITATOR TRAINING:
(APRIL 2015)
Pehlay Akshar‘s first quarterly
training of this year was conducted
in April 2015. The training was
intended to discuss the quality
of the programme in different
locations and the challenges faced.
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Swayam

	
  

Felicitation
and
Placement
Programme of
CEAT Swayam
Women
Drivers

•

CEAT Swayam announced a major milestone in April 2015 by
felicitating 52 women ready to embark on the next level of their journey
as professional drivers. The occasion was graced by distinguished
dignitaries like Smt. Snehal S Ambekar, Mayor of Mumbai, Mr.
Anant Goenka, Managing Director, CEAT Limited, Mr. Neeraj Gupta
(Founder, Meru Cabs), Mr. Sanjay Singh (Vice-President, V-Link),
Mr. Anil Garg (President, School Bus Owners Association) and
Susieben Shah (Founder, Priyadarshini Taxi Services).

•

The women drivers were presented with keys by the respective
service providers as a token of being hired for on-the-job training.
Working with any of these services will help them earn between Rs
10,000 to Rs 15,000 per month. Besides taxi services, livelihood for
Swayam women drivers is also being explored in various segments
like patient care assistant-cum-drivers, maid-cum-drivers, elderly
care taker-cum-driver, valet parking drivers, concierge (at Airport,
Hotels and offices), ambulance drivers, etc.

•

The programme received wide coverage in the electronic media
(Headlines Today, TV Today, Aaj Tak, etc) and major newspapers
including TOI, Mid-Day, etc.

•

Smt. Snehal Ambekar, Mayor of Mumbai said, “With the steady rise
in molestation and rape cases in major Indian cities, social initiatives
like Swayam will go a long way in providing a safe transport solution
for women, which is the need of the hour! Women being driven by
women will certainly increase safety all round.”

Mr. Anant Goenka
handing out
keys as a token
of placement to
Swayam Women
drivers selected
for driving school
vans

Swayam Women Drivers
being felicitated by the
Mayor of Mumbai, Smt.
Snehal Ambekar
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Zensar has developed “Udaan Biodiversity
Park” situated in Viman Nagar, Pune. Besides
being an oxygen zone amidst the extensive
urban development surrounding it, the park is
also an educational and recreational space.
The park was one of the attractions for the
Pune Heritage Walk that was organized in
the month of February 2015. Citizens enjoyed
the experiential nature of the park which
encourages visitors to touch, smell, feel and
eat the leaves of some plants. The Braille
signages at the park also attracted a number of
visually-challenged visitors. The useful plants
section, extinct plants section and educational
section were the biggest attraction of the visit.

Visitors at
Zensar’s Udaan
Biodiversity Park
Pune

Blood Donation
Drive at Zensar
office - Hyderabad

Blood Donation
Blood donation camps were held at Hyderabad
and Pune. Close to 300 volunteers came
forward and contributed for the cause.
Netranjali Camp
at Zensar Pune

Netranjali Camp
An eye check-up camp in partnership with H.
V. Desai Hospital was conducted for members
of Chandan Nagar slum community in Pune.
The initiative received positive response from
the slum dwellers with 84 members coming
forward to avail this facility. A total number of
22 individuals were given free spectacles post
the check-up and 13 individuals were referred
to the hospital for further examination and
treatment support.
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Jeevan
Project Jeevan: Our integrated community project—Jeevan, focuses on
improving all-round quality of life in the areas of clean drinking water, overall
health, sanitation and nutrition-based interventions amongst others. These
have been identified as critical local need gaps in the Need Assessment Study
at the communities surrounding our plant locations conducted by Tata Institute
of Social Science (TISS).

Children enjoying
clean drinking water in
schools at the Raychem
Halol Plant

Children exhibiting their
health report card at
KEC Nagpur Plant

Children in schools and
aanganwadis overjoyed
with nutritional
supplements provided
by CEAT Halol Plant

	
  

Drainage system
installed at a
community near the
Raychem Halol Plant.

Rain Water harvesting
unit being maintained
for the communities’
around the CEAT
Nashik Plant

Supplementary nutrition
being distributed to
the children in schools
and aanganwadis at the
Raychem Halol Plant
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Saksham
Project Saksham: Our multi-skill development programme focuses on providing
vocational training to women for alternate livelihoods e.g. tailoring, nursing &
providing technical skills training and education to youth for employability.

Donation of Science
Technical Modules
to Govt Technical
High School at the
CEAT Halol Plant

	
  

Trainees at the
Saksham Patient Care
Assistance Program
at the CEAT Bhandup
Plant

Women being trained
to acquire embroidery
skills at CEAT Halol
Plant

The batch of students
from the Nursing
programme receiving
the course certificate at
Raychem Vasai Plant

Women receiving
training in fabric
painting at the
Raychem Vasai
Plant

Women receiving
entrepreneurship
training in making
washing powder at KEC
Nagpur Plant
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Send us your feedback and ideas at: rpgcsr@rpg.in
RPG Foundation, RPG House, 463, Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli, Mumbai, 400030, India
Phone +91 – 022 -24930621/ Fax + 91-22-24974710/ Web: www.rpggroup.com

